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Let A be a commutative complex Banach algebra with unit. Via the 
Gelfand map, f -3, A may be represented as an algebra of continuous 
functions on Spec A, the spectrum (maximal ideal space) of A. It is shown 
that if the space of point derivations on A at 0 E Spec A has iinite dimension=, 
then there exists an analytic variety V in a polycylinder in 0 and a homeomor- 
phism 7 of V onto a neighborhood of 0 (in the metric topology whichspec A 
inherits from A*), such that 30 7 is analytic on I’ for every f in A. This 
generalizes a theorem of Gleason. 
Let A be a commutative complex Banach algebra with unit 1. 
We denote by Spec A the set of all homomorphisms of A onto the 
complex field C. The Gelfand mapf -t j’, where3 (9) = 4(f) forf E A, 
rj E Spec A, represents A as an algebra of functions on Spec A. As is 
well known, Spec A is a weak* compact subset of the closed unit ball 
of A*; one usually topologizes Spec A with the weak* topology, but 
we shall be mainly interested in the metric topology that Spec A 
inherits from A*. 
A central theme in the study of commutative Banach algebras has 
been the search for conditions which assure the existence of analytic 
structure in Spec A. More precisely, one wants to know when it is 
possible to find a one-one continuous map T of a complex manifold or 
analytic variety F’ into Spec A, such that for everyf E A,3 0 T is analytic 
on V. It is an easy consequence of Schwarz’s Lemma that the weak* 
and metric topologies coincide on compact subsets of T(V), and that 
T is a homeomorphism when 7(V) is given the metric topology. 
Let 0 E Spec A. A point derivation on A at e is a linear 
functional D on A, not necessarily continuous, with the property that 
* This work was done while the author received support from NSF Grant GP-11969. 
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D(fg) = D(f) d(g) + O(f) D(g) for every f, g E A. Let M be the 
kernel of 8; M is a maximal ideal. Let M2 be the linear span of all the 
products fg, with f and g in M. It is easy to verify that a linear 
functional D on A is a point derivation at 8 if and only if D annihilates I 
and MS. Thus the set of all point derivations at 8 is a linear space 
whose dimension is the codimension of M2 in M. Similarly, the 
continuous point derivations at 0 form a space naturally isomorphic 
to the dual of the quotient space MIMZ, where M2 denotes the closure 
of M2. 
It is clear that the presence of nontrivial analytic structure through 
a point 0 E spec A implies that there exist nonzero continuous point 
derivations at 8, and that 0 is not isolated in the metric topology of 
Spec A. Now the hypothesis that 8 is not isolated in the metric topology 
of Spec A is sufficient to ensure the existence of nonzero point deri- 
vations at 8 (see Ref. [l], but this will be reproved below), though 
not the existence of continuous nonzero point derivations, as shown 
by an example of Wermer [5]. Even when there exists a continuous 
nonzero point derivation at the nonisolated point 0, there need not 
exist any analytic structure in Spec A (see, for instance, Ref. [5] again). 
It turns out that what is sufficient is the nonexistence of too many 
point derivations at 0. 
The theorem given below is a generalization of the following 
theorem of Gleason [3]: 
THEOREM. If the maximal ideal M is Jinitely generated (in 
the algebraic sense, i.e., there exist w1 ,..., w, E M such that 
M = w,A + -se + w,A), then there exists an analytic variety V and 
a homeomorphism T of V onto a neighborhood of 8 (in the weak* topology 
of Spec A), such that 3 0 r is analytic on V for every f E A. 
To deduce Gleason’s theorem from ours, we make two observations: 
Under the hypothesis of Gleason’s theorem, M2 has finite codimension 
in M, and a metric neighborhood of 8 is in fact a weak* neighborhood. 
The first observation is trivial. To make the second, we apply the 
open mapping theorem to deduce the existence of a constant K such 
that every f E A may be written in the form f = B(f) + Cy wigi , 
wheregj E A, j( gj (1 < K I( fl[, 1 < j < 71. It follows that for C$ E Spec A, 
f E A, llfll < 1, we have 
so that the metric neighborhood (4 : 114 - 0 11 < p} of 8 contains the 
weak* neighborhood (4 : 1 $(w~)/ < p/&C, 1 < j < n}. 
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THEOREM. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with unit, let 
0 E Spec A, and let M be the kernel of 8. Let B denote the closed unit ball 
of M. Let 
i@= ~~kgkhk:gk,hkf~,~l~kl <a\. I 1 1 
If i@ has$nite codimension n in M, then there exist q > 0, an analytic 
variety V in the polydisk d(0; r)) = (z E Cn : ] zi j < 7, 1 < j < n}, 
a neighborhood U of 6 in the metric topology of Spec A, and a homeo- 
morphism r of V onto U, such that 3 0 T is analytic on V for every f E A. 
Proof. We begin by choosing wr ,..., w, E B such that wr ,..., w, 
and i@ span M. Thus, each f E M has a unique expression in the 
formf = Cyhjwj +g, withhjEC(l <j < n)andgEA?. 
LEMMA 1. There exists a constant C such that each f 6 B can 
be expressed in the form f = Cy hjwj + 2: pkgkhk , with g, , hk E B, 
pk,hjEC,andCYIhjI +Z:,“IpkI de. 
Proof. Let S denote the set of all 2: hjwj + CT pkgkhk , with 
gk,hkEB,hj,pk EC,CT/Aj\+CF\p/<( <l.ThenM= U~=lmS. 
Since M is a Banach space, we deduce from the Baire category 
theorem that for some m, the closure of mS has nonempty interior, 
and hence that the closure of S has nonempty interior. Since S is 
convex and symmetric, it follows that the closure of S contains a 
neighborhood of the origin, say (f E M : jJ f (1 < 2/C}. Hence, given 
f E M with Ilf II d l/C, we can find fi E $3 with 11 f - fi jl < 1/2C, 
and proceeding inductively, we can find, for each positive integer k, 
fkE 2-“S, such that 11 f - cr=k, fk I\,< (2mC)-1 for every positive 
integer m. It is easy to see that x1 fk E S, and it is obvious that 
f = Cy fk . The lemma follows at once. 
(The reader may have noticed that what we have done is prove the 
open mapping theorem for the linear map of M B M---f M induced 
by the multiplication map of M x M --+ M, but we wish to avoid 
formal use of the machinery of tensor products.) 
From now on, C will denote the constant whose existence was 
proved in Lemma 1. We note that, necessarily, C >, 1. 
Suppose n = 0. Then, by Lemma 1, for every f E B, there exist 
constants pk , and g, , h, E B, such that f = C,” pkgkh, and 
C,” 1 pk / < C. It follows that for any +4 E Spec A, 
WI = 1 c Pdkk) 4(h,) 1d c II + - 0 112, 
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whence for any f~ A, we have /4(f) - e(f)1 ,< 2 llfl] C I] 4 - 8 ]12, 
so II + - 8 )I < 2C Ij 4 - 0 ]12. Thus II 4 - 8 1) > (2C)-l whenever 
$ # 0 : 0 is an isolated point in the metric topology of Spec A. The 
theorem is thus (trivially) valid when 71 = 0. From now on, we assume 
n > 1. 
We observe that an immediate consequence of Lemma 1 is that 
li!i = M2. Indeed, the coefficients A, ,..., A, in the representation 
f ==C~hjwi+g(gEi@)ofanyfEM are evidently linear functions 
off, and Lemma 1 contains the assertion that they are continuous 
linear functionals. Thus a is the common null space of a set of 
continuous linear functionals, and hence is closed. Since M2 C i@ C M2, 
we have J?i = Ms. 
We will employ the following notation: for z = (zr ,..., zn) E 0, 
1 z I = maxi 1 Zj /. Thus the polydisk of radius p about the origin is 
JO; p) = {z EC” : 1 z / < p}. 
The following lemma is similar to the argument given above for 
the case 7t = 0. It was found by Crownover [2] (for the case when M2 
has codimension one in M). 
LEMMA 2. Suppose 0 < p < (4C)-l. Then pir = (dl ,..., d,) maps 
(4 E Spec A : (( + - B (I < p] homeomorphically into C”. (We take the 
metric topology on Spec A.) 
Proof. Suppose f E A, IIf 11 < 1. Then by Lemma 1, applied to 
f - O(f ), there exist p.k EC, gk , h, E B (K = 1,2 ,... ), and Ai E C 
(1 <j<nn) such that ~~lAjI+Zl”I~I,I <2C and f-B(f)= 
CF kiwi + C,” pkgkhk . Then for 4, t,J E Spec A we have 
so 
+ c 1 pk 1 (1 $bk)I 1 +@k) - @k)i 
+ 1 t@k)i 1 $&fk) - $(gk)l) 
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Hence for (14 - 0 (1 < p, (14 - 0 (1 < p, we have 
II 4 - # II < 2C(1 - 40)-l I w> - fw)l 
< 2CU - 4Cp)-l II (b - * II, 
which establishes the lemma. 
We shall be concerned with polynomials and power series in n 
variables, and will employ the following conventional notation: 
a multi-index a = (;r ,..., a,) is an n-tuple of nonnegative integers, 
andweput (011 = Co aj. For-x = (zr ,..., z,)EC”andol = (01~ ,..., a,), 
we put z” = XT a** z>; similarly, we = w~l -0. w>, where wr ,..., wu, 
are the elements of A introduced above. 
We now give a recursive definition of the constants C, , for each 01 
with \ 0: j > 1, as follows: if / 011 = 1, C, = C, the constant of 
Lemma 1; for / 01 1 > 1, C, = C CB+v=a C,C, . 
LEMMA 3. Let Q(z) = (1/2C)(l - [I - 4C2(z, + .*. + z,)]‘/~), 
where we take the principal determination of the square root. Then 
Q(z) = ClaPl Cg for each z E d(0, (4nC2)-I), the series converging 
absolutely. For each positive integer r, let Q,.(z) = Clal,+. C,.Y. For all 
x E d(0; (4nC2)-1) we have the estimates 
and 
/ QT(z), ( J- (4nC2 I z or+l 
’ 4c 1 - 4?zc2 ( z 1. 
Proof. For any x with Cy 1 xj / < (4C2)-1, and hence for any 
z E d(0; (40)~9, we have by the binomial theorem 
Q(z) = - & ; (‘f, (--4C2)“(z, + ‘1. + x,)~, 
the series converging absolutely. Writing Q(z) as a power series in n 
variables, 
Q(z) = 2 C,‘z”, 
l@l>l 
we find (Q(z))” = Coi (&+V=N C,‘C,‘) P in JO; (4r~C?)-~), since 
absolutely convergent series may be summed in any order. But the 
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definition of Q yields (Q(z))” = C-lQ(x) - (x1 + *** + an). Com- 
paring coefficients, we find C,’ = C for 1 01 / = 1, and 
Cal = c c C,‘C, for jolI>l, 
B+Y 
i.e., C,’ = C, . Since j(“r)l < * for all k, we have 
The lemma is proved. 
To simplify expressions, we set 6 = (4nC2)-l, and E = 6/4C. The 
estimates of Lemma 3 then read 
for all 2: E d(0; 8). 
LEMMA 4. For every f~ B and every positive integer r, there exist 
constants X, , /h,I <Cm,foreachol, loll <~,andF~M,suchthat 
f = ClollGr &w” + F, and / 4(F)j < (2C)-r-1 for all + E Spec A with 
II d - 0 II < E. 
Proof. The lemma will be proved by induction on r. Let f E B. 
By Lemma 1, we may write 
f = ,flw+fPk&b 
a== 1 
where g, , hl, E B for each k, and Cl= ,=r 1 A, I + C,” I pLk 1 < C. Then 
Ih,I<C=C,foreachcuwith)a/=l,andifF=C~~kgkhk, 
we have I #(F)I G C I PLY I I $(gd I Wdl G C/I 4 - 6 II2 for each 
4 E Spec A; in particular, for 1) 4 - 0 )I \< E, we have / +(F)I < 
Ce2 < (2C)-2, so the case r = 1 is settled. Now let r > 2, and suppose 
that the conclusion of the lemma is established for r - 1. Then 
we may write, for each k, 
g, = 1 h;,kwa i- G k’ 
lul <p 




where j Xi,, 1 < C, , 1 hz,k j < C, for every OL, k, and 1 +(G& < (2C)-r, 
I $(HJ < (2C)-’ for all k, whenever 1) r$ - 6’ 11 < 6. It follows that 
f = C,uKr h,wa + F, where 
and F = CT pflk , where for each k 
F, = c ~;,,~;,kWB+v + G, 1 x,“,kW,w” + HI, c h&W” + GkHk . 
IbWl>~ a a 
We then have I A, I < CT I pk I CB+vza WY < C IZB+~=~ GC, = C, 
for each ~1. Also, for each k, we have for every rj E Spec A, 
+ (1 +(GdI + 1 +tHk)i), gr cm 1 %@’ 1 + 1 #Ck) ‘#dHk) 1, 
01 
whence, since I +(F)J Q 2 ] pk jj $(Fk)) < C supk ) $(Fk)j, we have for 
II 4 - 0 II B E> 
1 b(F)1 < QJP ,..., E) + 2CQ(c ,..., 4(2C)-’ + C(2C)-? 
Applying Lemma 3, we then have 
lmqf * - 2 7+1 f pql-r ( 1 & + C(2c)-2r 
= &- (4C)-‘-1 + & & (2C)l-’ + C(2C)-2+ 
< (2C)-‘-I(& 2-y-l + f + C(2C)1’) 
c (2C)-‘4 (A + f + ;) < (2C)-'-1 
whenever II+ - 8 I/ < E. Thus the inductive step is accomplished, and 
Lemma 4 is proved. 
We are now ready to define the 3, U, V, r whose existence is the 
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assertion of our theorem. We may take 17 = a2/(2 + 6), let 
U = (4 E Spec A : 114 - 13 11 < E, 1 z8(+)[ < $, and V = (d(4) : + E U}. 
Since E < 1/4C, Lemma 2 assures us that U is a neighborhood of 0 
in the metric topology of Spec A, and that & maps Uhomeomorphically 
onto V. We put T = (Z; I U)-I. 
LEMMA 5. For each f E A, there exists F holomorphic in A(0; S), 
such that F 0 8 I U = f 1 U, and such that /F(x) -F(O)] < E ijf 11 
for all z E A(0; 7). 
Proof. Since (2 11 f I/)-‘(f - O(f)) E B, by Lemma 4 there exists 
a sequence {p7} of polynomials in n variables, pr(x) = C,“,+ X,,.P, 
with I h,,, / < 2 II f 11 C, for every 01, r, such that p,(ti) converges to 
3 - O(f) uniformly on U. For x E A(0; a), we have j p,(z)/ < 
2llfllCCal~=I < 2 11 f 11 Q(I z I,..., 1 z I). Thus {p,} is uniformly 
bounded on compact subsets of A(0; S), and hence a subsequence of 
{p,} converges, uniformly on compact subsets of A{O; a), to a 
function Fl holomorphic in A(0; 6). Let F = e(f) + Fl . Clearly, 
Foz3 U=jl U,andifz~A(O;r)),wehave 
IF(z) -F(o)1 = lF&)l B 2llfllQ(I z I>...> I z I> G 2 llfll;8& = E llfll. 
The lemma is proved. 
Only one task remains: to show that V is an analytic variety. Let # 
be the set of all functions holomorphic in A(0; S), and let 
9 = (FE TZ’ : F(z) = 0 for all x E V>. Let 
P = {z E d(0; 7) : F(z) = 0 for all FE 9}. 
Then p is an analytic variety, and V C r. We shall show that P C V. 
SupposezEP.ForeachfEA,letZj={FEZ:FoeirI U=jl U}; 
Zf is not empty, by Lemma 5. If Fl , F2 E Zf, then Fl - F2 E 9, so 
F,(z) = F,(z). We ‘may thus define r&(f) as F(x), for F E tit . If 
FE XT, GE so, and HE Zj+, , then F + G - HE g, so 
AZ(f + d = Mf) + Md* Similarly9 9ufg) = WI 9ug) for any 
f, g E A. Thus k E Spec A. BY Lemma 5, I A,(f) - e(f )I < E Ilf II 
for all f E A. Thus II $z - B 11 < E, and since G(#,) = x E A(0; q), 
& E U and x E V. Thus r = V, and we have shown that V is an 
analytic variety. 
From the definition of T, we have 3 0 T = F I V for F E Zj . Thus 
40 T is analytic on V for each f E A, and the theorem is proved. 
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